Factors influencing trust in medical artificial intelligence for healthcare professionals: a narrative review
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Objective: We performed a comprehensive review of the literature to better understand the trust dynamics between medical artificial intelligence (AI) and healthcare expert end-users. We explored the factors that influence trust in these technologies and how they compare to established concepts of trust in the engineering discipline. By identifying the qualitatively and quantitatively assessed factors that influence trust in medical AI, we gain insight into understanding how autonomous systems can be optimized during the development phase to improve decision-making support and clinician-machine teaming. This facilitates an enhanced understanding of the qualities that healthcare professional users seek in AI to consider it trustworthy. We also highlight key considerations for promoting on-going improvement of trust in autonomous medical systems to support the adoption of medical technologies into practice.

Background: Artificially intelligent technology is revolutionizing healthcare. However, lack of trust in the output of such complex decision support systems introduces challenges and barriers to adoption and implementation into clinical practice.

Methods: We searched databases including, Ovid MEDLINE, Ovid EMBASE, Clarivate Web of Science, and Google Scholar, as well as gray literature, for publications from 2000 to July 15, 2021, that reported features of AI-based diagnostic and clinical decision support systems that contribute to enhanced end-user trust. Papers discussing implications and applications of medical AI in clinical practice were also recorded. Results were based on the quantity of papers that discussed each trust concept, either quantitatively or qualitatively, using frequency of concept commentary as a proxy for importance of a respective concept.

Conclusions: Explainability, transparency, interpretability, usability, and education are among the key identified factors thought to influence a healthcare professionals’ trust in medical AI and enhance clinician-machine teaming in critical decision-making healthcare environments. We also identified the need to better evaluate and incorporate other critical factors to promote trust by consulting medical professionals when developing AI systems for clinical decision-making and diagnostic support.
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Introduction

Rapid development of healthcare technologies continues to transform medical practice (1). The implementation of artificial intelligence (AI) in clinical settings can augment clinical decision-making and provide diagnostic support by translating uncertainty and complexity in patient data into actionable suggestions (2). Nevertheless, the successful integration of AI-based technologies as non-human, yet collaborative members of a healthcare team, is largely dependent upon other team users’ trust in these systems. Trust is a concept that generally refers to one’s confidence in the dependability and reliability in someone or something (3). We refer to AI as a computer process that algorithmically makes optimal decisions based on criteria utilizing machine learning-based models (2). Although trust is fundamental to influencing acceptance of AI into critical decision-making environments, it is often a multidimensional barrier that contributes to hesitancy and skepticism in AI adoption by healthcare providers (4).

Historically, the medical community has sometimes demonstrated resistance to the integration of technology into practice. For instance, the adoption of electronic health records was met with initial resistance in many locales. Identified barriers included cost, technical concerns, security and privacy, productivity loss and workflow challenges, among others (5). Therefore, we could expect that similar factors may contribute to the issues related to lack of trust in medical AI, which is also considered a practice-changing technology.

It is imperative to elucidate the factors that impact trust in the output of AI-based clinical decision and diagnostic support systems; enhancing end-user trust is crucial to facilitating successful human-machine teaming in critical situations, especially when patient care may be impacted. Ahuja et al. [2019] summarize numerous studies that have assessed the importance of optimizing medical AI systems to enhance teaming and interactions with clinician users (6). Similarly, Jacovi et al. [2021] outline several concepts established in the discipline of engineering that are well understood to contribute to increased end-user trust in AI systems, including, but not limited to, interpretability, explainability, robustness, transparency, accountability, fairness, and predictability (7). However, in contrast to the engineering literature, there appears to be a gap in the medical literature regarding exploration of the specific factors that contribute to enhanced trust in medical AI amongst healthcare providers.

We, therefore, wished to address this gap by performing a review of the literature to better understand the trust dynamics between healthcare professional end-users and medical AI systems. Further, we sought to explore the key factors and challenges that influence end-user trust in the output of decision support technologies in clinical practice and compare the identified factors to established concepts of trust in the domain of engineering. We recognize the challenges in AI research regarding inconsistency and lack of universally accepted definitions of key trust concepts. Since these are terms that are relevant for understanding the concept of trust, we accepted that terminology may be applied inconsistently throughout the literature. The aim of this paper is to delineate the qualitatively and quantitatively assessed factors that influence trust in medical AI to better understand how autonomous systems can be optimized to improve both decision-making support and clinician-machine teaming. A quantitative summary of the discourse in the healthcare community regarding factors that influence trustworthiness in medical AI will provide AI researchers and developers relevant input to better direct their work and make the outcomes more clinically relevant. We specifically focus on healthcare professionals as the primary end-users of medical AI systems and highlight challenges related to trust that should be considered during the development of AI systems for clinical use.

A literature review is appropriate at this time as there currently does not exist a comprehensive consolidation of available literature on this topic. As such, this review is an important primary step to synthesize the current literature and consolidate what is already known about trust in medical AI amongst healthcare professionals. Since this has not been previously performed, it will enable identification of knowledge gaps and contribute to further understanding by summarizing relevant evidence. By first collating information in the form of a literature review, this paper describes the breadth of available research and provides a foundational contribution to an eventual evidence-based conceptual understanding. We aim to facilitate an understanding of the landscape in which this information applies to make valuable contributions to medical AI.

By elucidating the discourse in the medical community regarding key factors related to trust in AI, this paper also provides the foundation for further research into the adoption of medical AI technologies, as well as highlights key considerations for promoting trust in autonomous medical systems and enhancing their capabilities to support healthcare professionals. We present the following article in accordance with the Narrative Review reporting...

**Methods**

**Search strategy and selection criteria**

A comprehensive review of the literature was conducted to identify studies describing factors that contribute to trustworthy medical AI according to healthcare providers. To evaluate this phenomenon, we reviewed articles that reported a quantitative or qualitative delineation of the factors that impact trustworthiness in medical AI for the focus population (past or currently practicing certified healthcare professionals). Both peer-reviewed and pre-print articles published or available between 2000 to July 15, 2021, were eligible for inclusion. Studies of interest included those that reported features of AI-based diagnostic and clinical decision support systems that contribute to enhanced end-user trust. Papers discussing implications and applications of medical AI in clinical practice were also recorded.

Relevant articles were identified by searching databases including Ovid MEDLINE, Ovid EMBASE, Clarivate Web of Science, and Google Scholar. Grey literature sources identified through the Google search engine, medRxiv pre-print server, and medical organization statements and repositories, were manually searched for additional relevant information.

Search terms included “machine intelligence”, “computer intelligence”, “cognitive computing”, “robot”, “expert system”, “intelligent system”, “autonomous agent”, “autonomous medical advisory system”, “artificial intelligence”, “artificial intelligence”, “decision support”, combined with “trust”, “perspective”, “opinion”, “thought”, “comfort”, “perception”, “barrier”, “adopt”, “physician”, “doctor”, “clinician”, “practitioner”, “healthcare professional”, “health care professional”. The search terms were used in combination with MeSH terms (‘artificial intelligence’, ‘trust’, ‘physicians’) to extend the comprehensiveness of the literature searches. Additional references were identified from the citations of relevant articles. Only papers published in English were reviewed. We did not exclude articles based on study design. The final reference list was generated based on relevance to the scope of this review.

**Definitions of key terms**

We had suspicion that because our team is interdisciplinary, topics in one field, like medicine, may be presented or defined differently than concepts in another discipline like engineering, despite appearing to have the same meaning. Therefore, we also undertook a preliminary comparison of the definitions of several common AI trust topics between these two disciplines (medicine vs. engineering). We did not undertake this process for every concept; going forward, it is important for researchers in both fields to be cognizant of potential discrepancies in the meaning of similar terminologies. For example, according to healthcare professionals, explainability tends to be conceptualized as providing information about the mechanisms regarding how decisions are generated (2). Engineering adds the specific ability to reveal the relevant inputs and signals in the AI reasoning process (7).

In medicine, transparency generally entails understanding why certain decisions are made and which factors drive outputted recommendations in order for users to assess the logic of the model and understand the applicability of the data to their patients (8). This aligns reasonably well with the definition of this concept in engineering, where it is viewed as a dimension of explainability (9). In both healthcare and engineering, interpretability is understood as the ability of a user to understand the connection between the features extracted by an AI program and its output (10).

**Study information extraction, recording, and concept mapping**

Data extracted from studies under consideration for inclusion were: concepts of trust in medical AI, study type (quantitative or qualitative), category of the concepts considered (i.e., a concept of trust or an implication/application of AI in clinical settings), and concepts that were specific to certain medical specialties. It was noted that select papers discussed factors that are generally understood as being relevant to trust enhancement in AI yet were not examined in the specific and direct context of trust in the respective article. These studies were flagged, yet still considered for inclusion because the discussed factors were established concepts known to impact trust in AI technology. As such, they contribute to an understanding of the features that healthcare professionals seek in trustworthy AI.

Recorded articles that were considered for inclusion were stratified by the type of information provided in terms of quantitative data (i.e., primary research-based studies that included participant cohorts and papers in which the purpose of the research was analytically examining
medical AI trust concepts), or qualitative information (i.e., studies that did not involve participants, including, but not limited to, review papers and perspective articles). There is a substantial quantity of grey literature that discusses these topics from an opinion-based standpoint, however, we were particularly interested in examining the literature that attempted to quantify or systematically examine these concepts qualitatively. We acknowledge that there is a significant amount of opinionated conversation that is neither quantifiable nor systematically examined. The total number of papers that discussed each recorded concept were hand-counted and a single reviewer recorded data that was then verified by two independent second reviewers.

When completing full-article reviews, we scanned for explicit terms relating to AI trust concepts. The ‘Methods’ section of included papers was reviewed and mention of key themes that are considered contributory to enhanced trust in medical AI (i.e., transparency, explainability, robustness, etc.), whether implicit or explicit, were recorded. In papers mentioning multiple themes, each was individually recorded. Implicit/alternative definitions, testimonials from medical professionals, and examples were mapped to explicit and commonly understood/established concepts that relate to trust in AI via a method of thematic synthesis. The implicit definitions were thus identified as, and recorded according to, the concept they were mapped to. Only implicit AI trust concepts (i.e., those that were alluded to in articles via direct participant quotes or indirect definitions, etc.) were mapped to an explicit definition so they could be accounted for in our quantitative analysis. These concepts were mapped by extracting the alternative/implicit definition from the respective article and matching it to the most appropriate, known AI trust concept to which it best aligns; the interested reader can find these details in Table S1 online. Result quantification was based upon prevalence i.e., the quantity of papers that discussed each trust concept. This paper uses frequency of concept commentary as a surrogate for importance of a respective topic. This approach demonstrates highly investigated items; if researchers and funding are directed to select areas at the expense of others, it can be assumed that there is a perceived correlation between frequency of investigation and importance of a topic. However, we acknowledge that there may exist other topics judged by other means to be more important yet discussed less frequently, and thus not fully reflected in the results.

Analysis

The initial literature searches generated a total of 194 potential articles. After eliminating duplicated articles from database and search engine results, as well as seven non-relevant studies with publication dates beyond the inclusion range, 147 relevant articles remained and were recorded to be considered for inclusion. The abstracts of these articles were then reviewed in detail to identify those that related to factors that contribute to enhanced trust in medical AI. Studies that were not related to healthcare professionals and medical AI, as well as those that discussed surgical robotics rather than AI clinical decision-making and/or diagnostic support, resulted in further elimination of 29 papers. As a result, 111 full-text articles were comprehensively assessed for eligibility. Those that did not discuss factors that contribute to medical professionals’ trust in AI, but rather explored AI trust concepts at a high-level and discussed general perceptions, resulted in the exclusion of 26 papers. Further, three studies that discussed patients’ trust in AI, as opposed to healthcare professionals’ trust in medical AI, were also eliminated. Lastly, papers that did not delineate the contributing factors to trust in AI in medical settings resulted in the further exclusion of five papers. The remaining 77 articles that qualitatively or quantitatively assessed applications/implications of medical AI, and/or factors that contribute to trust in medical AI, were evaluated in detail to identify and record this information for future reference. However, since the focus of this paper is on concepts of trust in medical AI, 20 articles that exclusively discussed applications/implications of such technology were eliminated. There were 13 articles that discussed both applications/implications as well as concepts of trust in AI, and were thus included. In total, there were 57 remaining articles that were retained for inclusion in the final summary and analysis (see Figure 1).

Results

We aimed to highlight the medical AI trust concepts/factors that are most frequently discussed amongst healthcare professionals by using frequency of discussed topics as a proxy for importance. The concepts were categorized according to whether they were qualitatively and/or quantitatively evaluated in the respective articles in which they were investigated. The data is graphically displayed in
two distinct presentation formats to highlight comparisons between the number and type of AI trust concepts that were quantified compared to those that were presented qualitatively in the literature (see Figures 2, 3).

A quantitative presentation of the number of papers that discuss AI trust-related concepts identifies the areas of current focus of research endeavor. Identifying the key factors and how commonly each are found thereby highlights the most common as well as under-represented (or possibly overlooked) concepts. Overall, there were a total of 42 factors identified that contribute to enhanced end-user trust in medical AI systems. Of these 42 factors, 10 were solely analyzed quantitatively, 16 were solely analyzed qualitatively, and 16 were examined both qualitatively and quantitatively. Note that all percentages are based on the total number of articles identified.

There were nine trust concepts that were consistently identified through both qualitative and quantitative methodologies, however, were more frequently analyzed qualitatively, including:

(I) Complexity (5.3% of total articles identified) (2,11);
(II) Accuracy (5.3%) (12,13);
(III) Continuous updating of evidence base (7.0%) (12,14,15);
(IV) Fairness (8.8%) (2,4,16,17);
(V) Reliability (10.5%) (8,13,17-19);
(VI) Education (10.5%) (20-24);
(VII) Interpretability (14.0%) (4,8,19,21,24,25);
(VIII) Transparency (28.1%) (2,4,8,11,15-18,21,23,26-30);
(IX) Explainability (45.6%) (8,12,16,17,19,20,23-28,31-41).
The sixteen trust factors that were only analyzed quantitatively included:

(I) Data representativeness (1.8%) (17);
(II) Standardized performance reporting label inclusion (1.8%) (12);
(III) Fidelity (1.8%) (25);
(IV) Ethicality (1.8%) (25);
(V) Lawfulness (1.8%) (25);
(VI) Data discoverability and accessibility (1.8%) (15);
(VII) Compliance (1.8%) (15);
(VIII) Knowledge representation (1.8%) (29);
(IX) Computational reliability (1.8%) (22);
(X) Relevance/insight (1.8%) (11);
(XI) Consistency (3.5%) (42,43);
(XII) Causability (3.5%) (21,27);
(XIII) Predictability (5.3%) (8,13,25);
(XIV) Dependability/competence (5.3%) (8,19,28);
(XV) Validation (7.0%) (4,8,17,25);
(XVI) Robustness (7.0%) (2,16,17,25);

The additional 10 factors that were only analyzed through quantitative methods included:

(I) Availability (1.8%) (44);
(II) Effort expectancy (1.8%) (45);
(III) Endorsement by other general practitioners (GPs (1.8%) (46);
(IV) AI agreement with physician suspicions (1.8%) (47);
(V) Information security (3.5%) (48,49);
(VI) Performance expectancy (3.5%) (45,50);
(VII) Sensitivity to patient context (3.5%) (46,51);
(VIII) Alignment with clinical workflow (3.5%) (46,52);
(IX) Perceived usefulness (5.3%) (44,52,53);
(X) GP involvement in tool design and dissemination (5.3%) (42,43,46).

Overall, explainability was discussed consistently across 23 included articles, and was the factor examined the most often. This suggests it is one of the most important concepts for trust in medical AI. In articles that included both qualitative and quantitative examination of concepts, the trust factors that were more often quantitatively analyzed tended to focus on provenance (46,54), usability (42–44), and privacy (52,55,56) (see Figures 2,3). This reveals an apparent gap in the literature; these concepts may benefit from further qualitative analysis amongst medical professional populations to provide AI researchers more insight into aspects to consider when developing AI technology to facilitate clinical adoption.

Among the articles that solely explored AI trust concepts quantitatively, education and usability were discussed most often. Other top contributory factors to enhanced end-user trust in medical AI identified quantitatively were explainability, privacy, GP involvement in tool design and dissemination, and perceived usefulness (see Figures 2,3).

Considering the entirety of the available literature, and despite more articles focusing on qualitative analysis of this concept, explainability appears to be the most important factor to enhancing trust in medical AI systems according to healthcare professionals.

Discussion

Substantial investments in AI research and regulation suggest that this technology could become an essential clinical decision-making support tool in the near future (57). Existing literature in the domain of machine learning discusses methods that have been applied to successfully train data-driven mathematical models to support healthcare decision-making processes (2,58,59). This is a common basis for the engineering of medical AI, which has future applications in clinical decision-making and complex domains, like precision medicine, to optimize patient health outcomes (60). Similarly, the CONSORT-AI reporting guideline extension provides direction for research investigators to help promote transparency and completeness in reporting clinical trials for medical AI interventions (61). As such, it may enhance trust in the AI technology upon clinical integration and support clinical decision-making processes by facilitating critical appraisal and evidence synthesis for interventions involving medical AI. The use of this reporting guideline is important to consider for clinical trials involving AI to promote end-user trust by ensuring a comprehensive evaluation of the technology before deployment and integration into clinical environments.

However, while there is substantial discussion regarding the technical and engineering aspects of such intelligent systems, healthcare professionals often remain hesitant to adopt and integrate AI into their practice (62). As such, it is necessary to better understand the factors that influence the trust relationship between medical experts and AI systems. This will not only augment decision-making and diagnostics, but also facilitate AI adoption into healthcare settings.

The unique aspect of our study is the focus on a synthesis of factors that are considered contributory to the enhancement of trust in the output of medical AI systems from the perspective of healthcare experts. We identified a disparity in the volume of literature that qualitatively versus
quantitatively discusses each AI trust factor. This highlights a gap in the analytic assessment of AI trust factors and identifies trust topics that still require quantification amongst the medical community.

Explainability is discussed the most frequently overall across the qualitative and quantitative literature, and it is thus considered to be the most important factor influencing levels of trust in medical AI. Our findings tend to be consistent with literature in both medicine and engineering that have a large focus on supporting clinicians in making informed judgments using clinically meaningful explanations and developing technical mechanisms to engineer explainable AI (40,63). Since frequency was used as a surrogate for presumed importance, we acknowledge that there may exist other concepts related to trust in medical AI that are more important to healthcare professionals yet discussed less frequently, and thus may not be fully reflected in this paper. As well, explainable AI models, like decision trees, come at the expense of algorithm sophistication and are limited by big data (2). As such, achieving balance between algorithm complexity and explainability is necessary to enhancing trust in medical AI.

We note that there is heterogeneity between the medical AI trust factors that are commonly quantified as compared to qualitatively assessed. For instance, education and usability were important concepts that were frequently quantified in the included literature. Gaining a foundational background in AI is thought to be conducive to an increased trust and confidence in the system. By understanding the functionality of AI, healthcare trainees would be able to gradually develop a relationship with such systems (20,24). For instance, in a recent questionnaire by Pinto Dos Santos et al., 71% of the medical student study population agreed that there was a need for AI to be included in the medical

Figure 2 Bar graph depiction of the results comparing the number of articles that discuss medical AI trust concepts qualitatively versus quantitatively. AI, artificial intelligence.
training curriculum (64). Further, usability is a component of user experience and is dependent upon the efficacy of AI features in accommodating for, and satisfying, user needs to enhance ease of use (65). This is particularly important in clinical decision-making environments where healthcare provider end-users rely on ease of use to make critical judgements regarding patient care. As such, poor usability, i.e., complex AI user interfaces, can hinder the development of trust in the AI system (12).

Transparency and interpretability were also common factors particularly among qualitative assessments. These are also topics of focus in the engineering literature regarding the technical development of trustworthy AI programs (7). Transparency enables clinician users to make informed decisions when contemplating a recommendation outputted by a medical AI system. It also supports trust enhancement as transparent systems display their reasoning processes. In this way, healthcare professionals can still apply their own decision-making processes to develop differential diagnoses and complement the AI's conclusions because they can understand the methodical process employed by the system.

It follows that fairness is also an important factor to the user-AI trust relationship in healthcare (4,16). AI algorithms are inherently susceptible to discrimination by assigning weight to certain factors over others. This introduces the risk of exacerbating data biases and disproportionately affecting members of protected groups, especially when under-representative training datasets are used to develop the model (2,66). As such, implementing explainable and transparent AI systems in medical settings can aid physicians in detecting potential biases reflected by algorithmic flaws. Interpretability was also found to be commonly considered impactful to the AI trust relationship because it allows medical professionals to understand the AI's reasoning process. This prevents clinicians from feeling constrained by an AI's decision (67).

Although not quantified, robustness is the ability of a computer system to cope with errors in input datasets
and characterizes how effective the algorithm is with new inputs (2). It is also an important factor that is commonly discussed in the engineering discipline as a critical component of trustworthy AI programs. Even with small changes to the initial dataset, poor robustness can cause significant alterations to the output of an AI model (2).

Advances in AI capabilities will expand the role of this decision-support technology from automation of repetitive and defined tasks, towards guiding decision-making in critical environments, which is typically performed exclusively by medical professionals. As such, healthcare providers may increasingly rely on AI. Increased reliance on this technology requires a foundational trust relationship to be established in order to execute effective decision-making; this is also referred to as ‘calibrated trust’ (68). As such, our findings are relevant for those working to develop and optimize medical AI software and hardware to facilitate adoption and implementation in healthcare settings. These results are also relevant to inform healthcare professionals about which AI trust factors are quantified in terms of importance amongst the medical community.

An end-user’s perception of the competence of an AI system not only impacts their level of trust in the technology, but also has a significant influence on how much users rely on AI, and thus impacts the effectiveness of healthcare decisions (69). However, Asan et al. [2020] explain that the level of trust in medical AI may not necessarily be positively correlated with clinical or patient outcomes (2). They introduce the concept of ‘optimal trust’ and note that trust maximization does not necessarily result in optimal decision-making via human-AI collaboration, since the user accepts the outcomes generated by the AI system without critical judgment. This can be particularly dangerous in clinical settings where patient life is at risk. Optimal trust entails maintaining a certain level of mutual skepticism between users and AI systems regarding clinical decisions. Since both are susceptible to error, the development of AI should incorporate mechanisms to sustain an optimal trust level (2,69).

Our study provides insight into the breadth of factors that may contribute to achieving an optimal trust relationship between human and machine in medical settings and exposes components that may have been previously overlooked and require further consideration. Our findings are consistent with the notion that incorporation of explainability, transparency, fairness, and robustness into the development of AI systems contributes to achieving a level of optimal trust. According to our results, these factors are frequently assessed qualitatively in the healthcare literature as topics that are considered important to trusting an AI system for medical professionals. It follows that quantification of these factors would provide better insight into the demand to incorporate them in medical AI development.

Achieving optimal trust in AI likely entails consideration of a range of factors that are important for healthcare professionals. However, Figures 2,3 clearly depict that to date, the focus has been skewed to only a few commonly discussed factors, and that numerous other factors may require further consideration during the AI technology engineering and development phase, prior to deployment into clinical settings. This is important because the consequence of failing to consider this breadth of factors is insufficient trust in the AI system, which itself constitutes a barrier to adoption and integration of AI in medicine.

We also acknowledge that the discrepancies in linguistics within, and between, professional domains are a limitation of the field and a barrier to a fully comprehensive search strategy. Although the search strategy was developed to capture relevant articles discussing factors influencing trust in medical AI, it also returned a significant quantity of articles that were not actually discussing trust concepts related to medical AI, but rather focused on direct implications and applications of this technology in healthcare settings.

Although the focus of this paper was a summative assessment of the qualitatively and quantitatively measured factors impacting trust in medical AI, the implications of integrating this technology may also influence trust in AI in healthcare settings. Implementing AI-based decision-support systems inevitably disrupts the physician’s practice model, as they are required to adopt a new thinking process and mechanism for performing a differential diagnosis that is teamed with an intelligent technology. Willingness to adopt AI, therefore, likely relates in part to the impact of AI on the medical practice, which in turn may affect trust in AI. For instance, physicians have been trained with the Hippocratic Oath, thus introducing a machine that can interact, as well as interfere with, the patient-physician relationship may increase hesitancy in trusting and adopting AI. A recent qualitative survey by Lai et al. [2020] found that while healthcare professionals recognize the promise of AI, their priority remains providing optimal care for their patients (62). Physicians generally avoid relinquishing entrusted patient care to a machine if it is not adequately trustworthy. So, integration of medical AI into clinical
settings also has deeper philosophical implications.

Lastly, we noted greater expansion of AI applications in certain distinct medical specialties, including dentistry and ophthalmology (70,71). This confirms that AI adoption in some areas of healthcare may be broader than others, and they tended to be disciplines in which sophisticated technical instrumentation is already commonly utilized.

**Limitations of this study**

Although the users of AI technology can be diverse, the focus of this paper is limited to the healthcare discipline. We acknowledge that trust relationships with AI systems could significantly differ for other relevant stakeholders such as patients, and insurance providers. As such, the incorporation of more perspectives from unique stakeholders in the medical community may offer a more extensive perspective of the factors contributing to trust in medical AI.

We acknowledge that there are challenges in the realm of AI research regarding the inconsistency and lack of universally accepted definitions of key terms, including transparency, explainability, and interpretability. Given that these are concepts anticipated to be relevant for understanding the concept of trust, we were obligated to accept that terminology may be applied inconsistently in the literature.

We also recognize that although we use frequency of discussed topics as a surrogate for significance, it only reflects a degree of perceived importance, as it is also possible that the current research focus is misdirected, or that concepts deemed important in one discipline would not necessarily translate to those deemed relevant in another discipline using the same medical AI. We acknowledge that this also does not identify the unknown unknowns regarding factors that contribute to trust in medical AI for healthcare providers. Further, we acknowledge that there may be bias in the categorization of implicit AI trust concepts, as mapping these to an explicit concept was partly based on the authors’ professional judgment; however, established definitions were consulted to increase objectivity when deciding the explicit concepts upon which the implicit ones would be mapped.

The timeframe of this study was limited to articles published beyond the year 2000 until July 2021. As AI is rapidly developing and the integration of medical AI in clinical practice is becoming more pertinent, we recommend on-going monitoring of this literature, as well as review of other domains that may discuss AI trust concepts that were not identified in this paper.

**Conclusions**

In order to facilitate adoption of AI technology into medical practice settings, significant trust must be developed between the AI system and the health expert end-user. Overall, explainability, transparency, interpretability, usability, and education are among the key identified factors currently thought to influence this trust relationship and enhance clinician-machine teaming in critical decision-making environments in healthcare. There is a need for a common and consistent nomenclature between primary fields, like engineering and medicine, for cross-disciplinary applications, like AI. We also identify the need to better evaluate and incorporate other important factors to promote trust enhancement and consult the perspectives of medical professionals when developing AI systems for clinical decision-making and diagnostic support. To build upon this consolidation and broad understanding of the literature regarding the conceptualization of trust in medical AI, future directions may include a systematic review approach to further quantify relevant evidence narrower in scope.
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Table S1 Concept mapping of alternative/implicit concepts, testimonials, or examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative definition/implicit concepts, testimonials, or examples as explained in the individual article</th>
<th>Explicit concept this is mapped to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saliency mapping (20)</td>
<td>Explainability (72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display and calculate measures of confidence in prediction accuracy (31,33)</td>
<td>Explainability (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Tools that converted inputted data into an easy-to-follow management plan (e.g., the ‘Sick Child Template’) were perceived as useful” (46)</td>
<td>Usability (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It’s got a kind of column of green things, a column of orange things and a column of red things. Then there’s a really clear next page about what you should do if they’re kind of, if they’ve got lots of greens, you know, what the process would be if they’ve got lots of reds in terms of, you know, one side and I think that’s really helpful just because it kind of combines the data you’re putting in with actually a useful plan.” (clear communication and guidance) (46)</td>
<td>Interpretability (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Transparency: understanding factors driving the prediction to assess the logic behind the model and understanding whether the data were applicable to their patients” (8)</td>
<td>Transparency (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The advice given by the CDSS can be difficult to interpret” (42)</td>
<td>Interpretability (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Some CDSS act like black boxes with no insight into their conclusions” (42)</td>
<td>Explainability (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Concerns that CDSS output may not be worded clearly” (42)</td>
<td>Usability (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Giving—where possible—some account of the mechanism for how decisions are arrived at; the quality, size and source of any datasets relied on; and assurance that standard guidelines for training the algorithm were followed (as well as monitoring appropriate learning diagnostics) will probably assuage some clinicians’ concerns” (12)</td>
<td>Explainability (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“There are developments towards opening the ‘black box’ by providing so-called class-discriminating attention maps, which may give at least an indication of where the network had focused on, in order to come to a certain classification” (39)</td>
<td>Explainability (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>